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5 0. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a C*-algebra, BCA a C*-subalgebra and HCA a supplement of 
B in A, in the Banach space sense: A = B @ H. Suppose H is closed under the 
*-operation in A. Obviously 
(0.1) AS=BS@HS 
where s indicates the selfadjoint elements in the corresponding set. If one takes 
the exponentials of the sets involved one gets 
A@, B”, {eh: ~EH”} =E 
where the @ signs indicate the positive invertible elements of the corresponding 
set. Consider the map (suggested by (0.1)) 
(0.2) @:B@xE+A@, @(b, e) = (be)+ 
where (be)+ is the “positive part” of be, i.e. (be)+ = positive square root of 
(be)(be)*. 
In this paper we prove that 
(0.3) @ is a diffeomorphism 
in several situations, notably if A is finite dimensional and H= B’ for a 
suitable inner product in A and in some infinite dimensional cases. 
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$1. STATEMENTSOFTHE RESULTS 
Let A be a finite dimensional C*-algebra with identity 1. We assume that on 
A there is a positive definite sesquilinear form (a; b) satisfying 
for all a, b, CEA. This type of form is sometimes called a “bitrace” ([3], 6.2.1). 
The existence of such forms is always guaranteed by taking (a ; b) = tr(@,(eb)*), 
where Q is any finite dimensional faithful representation of A in a Hilbert space. 
For a subspace X of A we use X’ for the orthogonal subspace for the form 
(a; b). Also for a~,4 invertible we denote by a+ the positive element in the 
polar decomposition a = u+u (a+ > 0, u unitary). Notice that a+ = ((1~~)~‘~. 
Under these conditions 
THEOREM 1. For a C*-subalgebra B of A containing the identity of A the map 
@:B@x(B’+A@ 
defined by @(b, h) = (beh)’ is a diffeomorphism. 
To establish Theorem 1 we use the following result (see [4], Theorem B): 
THEOREM (Hermann). Let A4 be a simply connected complete Riemannian 
manifold with curvature I 0 and S a closed submanifold with the property: for 
every pair x, y E S, the unique geodesic joining x to y is fully contained in S. If 
N is the normal bundle of the immersion SCM, then the map @(x,X) = 
exp,(X) is a diffeomorphism of N with M. 
The next theorem has the interesting feature that all computations can be 
carried out explicitely: 
THEOREM 2. Let A be any P-algebra with 1 and Q E A a symmetric reflection 
(Q*=Q=Q-‘). For 
B={bEA; ae=ea} 
and 
H={hEA; ,qh=-he} 
the map @(b, h) = (be h)+ is a diffeomorphism of B @ x HS with A@. 
Also by rather elementary arguments one can prove: 
THEOREM 3. If statement (0.3) holds for the P-algebra A with B and H then 
it also holds for the algebra of continuous functions O(K, A) with 9(K, B) and 
@K, H) where K is any compact space. In particular (0.3) holds for the algebra 
of n x n matrices with entries in a commutative P-algebra A with B the sub- 
algebra of diagonal matrices and H the space of kodiagonal’ matrices, i.e., 
matrices with zeros on the diagonal. 
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5 2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We need some results about the differential geometry of A@. 
(2.1) The set A@ of positive elements of A is an analytic manifold, with a 
natural connection given by 
DY dY 
-= - -#y-‘Y+ Yy-‘9) 
dt dt 
where Y is a tangent field along the curve y(t) E A@ (see [2], Q 3). 
Here we identify T,A@ with AS via the embedding 
sponding exponential is 
expuX=e1’2xa~‘ae1’2a lx (XE T,A’). 
A@ CA. The corre- 
(2.2) D/dt is the Levi-Civita connection of the Riemannian metric defined at 
agA@ by 
(X; y)a=(a-l/2Xa-l/2;a~l~2ya-l~2) 
= (a-IX; Yap’) = (Xa-’ ; a-l Y). 
In fact for y(t) a curve with y(O) = a: 
and 
But 
5(X; y),(,,~~(y~'"xy-'";yl/2Yy"~) 
=$-lx; Yy-') 
= -(y-$-1x; yy-‘)+ y-1 $ ; yy-’ > 
( dY + y-lx;-& > -(y-lx; Yy-‘py-1) 
so that 
-$x; YJq)= 2 . Y 
( dt ’ ),,)+ (x; %I,,,, 
On the other hand the connection is also symmetric (see [2], Q 3). 
Define an action of the group G of invertible elements of A on A@, denoted 
Ag:A@ + A@, by Jtlga= (g-‘)*ag-’ (see [2], 9 1). 
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(2.3) Each map &g is an isometry for the Riemannian metric (X; Y),: 
(Jlt,X;&YxMK,=((g-‘)*XgP1 ;(g-l)*Yg-l)(,mlj*,g ’ 
= (a-IX; YC’) =(X; Y),. 
(2.4) The curvature of A@ is non positive. 
By the invariance of D/dt it suffices to calculate (R(X, Y)Y; X), at a= 1; 
using the formula for R given in [2], 5 3: 
(4R(X, Y)Y;X)=(Y[X, Y]-[X, Y]Y;X) 
=(YXY- Y2X-XY2+ YXY;X); 
calculating 
OI(XY- YX;XY- YX) 
=(XY;XY)-(XY; YX)-(YX;XY)+(YX; YX) 
=(xY2;x)-(YxY;x)-(YxY;x)+(Y2x;x) 
= -(4R(X, Y)Y;X), 
and the claim follows. 
Together with Jlga = (g-‘)*ag-’ there is another action of G on A@ given by 
LFga = (ga)‘. 
(2.5) The two actions are equivalent with intertwining operator r(a) = a-‘: 
a&(a) = Wga). 
In fact, for gEG and aeA@ write ga= (gga)u with u unitary, so that 
A&(a) = (gP’)*aP2gP’ = (a-‘g-‘)*(a-‘gP’), ((ga)(ga)*)-’ = (LPga)-2 = [(JZga). 
In particular: 
(2.6) The map 
@:B@ x(B’)~-+A@, @(b,h)=g6eh 
is a diffeomorphism if and only if the map 
!P:B@x(B’)~+A@, Y(b, h) = Jlbeh 
is a diffeomorphism. 
Denote by N+ B@ the normal bundle of TB@ determined by the embed- 
ding B@ CA@. Thus, Nb consists of all XE AS which are orthogonal to each 
YE BS for the metric ( ; )b: 
N,={XeAS: (b-IX; Yb-I)=0 VYEB~}. 
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In particular, N, = (B1)S. By the invariance of the metric under the action A 
we have at b=Abm1/21: 
Nb =Jttb- i/zN, = b1’2(BL)Sb1’2. 
In particular the normal bundle is a product and A : B@ X (BL)S+ N, A(b, h) = 
b”2hb1’2 is a trivialization of N. 
(2.7) The following diagram commutes: 
B@x(By a ---B@x(BL)S 
where Y(b, h) =dbeh,O(b,X) =expb(X), .4(b, h) = b”‘hb”’ and Q(b, h) = 
(bP1’2, h). 
In fact, 
Od(b, h) = @(b1’2hb1’2) = expJb”*hb”‘) 
_ 1/2(b”zhb”*)b~‘bel/2b ‘(b”2t+‘2) 
= bl/2eh/2b-l/2bb-l/2eh/2b1/2 
= b1’2ehb1’2 = YL?(b, h). 
But A, 12 and 0 are diffeomorphisms (the latter by the theorem of Hermann’s 
quoted in 0 I; notice that this theorem applies in view of (2.4) and some routine 
calculations). We conclude from the diagram that Y is also a diffeomorphism, 
and Theorem 1 follows using (2.6). 
5 3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
Suppose that A is a C*-algebra with identity (no hypothesis on the dimension 
of A is made). Let Q EA be a symmetric reflexion, i.e. Q is invertible and 
Q*=Q-r =Q. Let B and H be the commutant and anticommutant of Q: 
B={bEA: be=eb}, 
H={bEA: be=-eb}. 
Then B is a C*-subalgebra of A and A = B @ Has Banach spaces. The reflexion 
Q determines a matrix representation of elements x E A, of the form 
where a=pxp, P=px(l -p), y=(l -p)xp, a=(1 -p)x(l -p) for p=(e+ 1)/2. 
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In this representation the elements of B W are diagonal matrices with positive 
entries in the diagonal and the elements of HS are of the form 
Hence the exponential of elements of HS have the form (see [l]) 
0, rl* 
C > rl w 
with a,=(1+~*~)1’2>0 and t,~=(l+rlrl*)“~>O. In order to show that 
K1ehb-’ = a has a solution b-’ EB@ and h E HS for each a CA@ we need to 
solve 
(3.1) (; E)(; “,*)(; E)=(; Y). 
Then (3.1) is equivalent to 
(3.2) vylv=a 
(3.3) vq*/l =p* 
(3.4) /JuwP = Y. 
Notice that (3.2) and (3.4) are equivalent o 
(3.5) 1 +q*ty=(v-‘avp1)2 
(3.6) 1+~~*=(&~-‘)2 
and using (3.3) these equations are equivalent to 
(3.7) I+ ~-‘fl*p-~~v-’ = v-~av-2av-1 
(3.8) 1 +p--‘p+*fi-i =&@&. 
Multiplying by v or .D we get 
(3.9) v2++P*p-2fl=av-2a 
(3.10) ~2++v-2p*=y&. 
Using the abbreviations 
m=al/2v~2al/2 
n=yl/2p-2yl/2 
/+-‘/2pa-l/2 
we can rewrite (3.9) and (3.10) as 
(3.11) m-‘-m=-k*nk 
(3.12) n,‘-n=-kmk*. 
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Notice that k depends only on a, p and y. An explicit solution of (3.11) and 
(3.12) is 
m = (1 - /c*/q’2 
n=(l-&*)-“2 
so we get the explicit solution 
(3.13) v = @l/2(1 _ ~*/45.p2)‘/2 
(3.14) p=(y”2(1 -/X*)i’2y”2)“2 
where k = y-“2/W”2. To complete the proof we only need to show that 
1 - k*k and 1 - kk* are (strictly) positive. But 
1 -k*k=(w~“2(a_P*y-‘B)a~“2 
1 -kk*=y-1/2(y_Pa~1P*)Y-‘/2 
so 1 -k*k>O and 1 -kk*>O follow from a-P*~-‘/?>0 and r-/?a-‘P*>O; 
these facts are due to the positivity of a, i.e. of the matrix 
o P* 
( > P Y. 
Finally 
(3.15) q=p-‘pv+ 
so(3.13), (3.14)and(3.15)defineanexplicit inverseofthemap Y:B@xE+A@ 
given by Y(b, eh) = bP1ehb-‘, where E= {eh: h l HS}. Thus Y is a diffeo- 
morphism and Theorem 2 is proved by using again (2.6). 
REMARK. Suppose 1 =p, +p2 + ... +p,, with p,F=pi=p,* and pip,=0 if i#j in 
an arbitrary C*-algebra A. Denote by B the C*-subalgebra of all elements of 
A that commute with each pi and by H the subspace of elements h EA with 
pihpi=Ofori=1,2,..., n. Then A = B 0 H in the Banach space sense. Theorem 
2 considers the case n =2 with the interpretation pl =(I +@)/2, p2= 1 -pl. 
This situation for n = 3 4 , ,*** is one of the cases to be treated in a forthcoming 
paper. In the case where A is finite dimensional, it is not hard to find bitraces 
for which H=Bl, and Theorem 1 applies to this case. However, unlike the 
case of Theorem 2, for n = 3,4, . . . explicit formulas for the inverse of @ or Y 
seem rather hard to find. 
We omit the straightforward proof of Theorem 3. 
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